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An Examination of the Helium Vapor-Pressure Scale of 
Temperature Using a Magnetic Thermometer l 

E. Ambler a nd R. P. Hudson 

The variation of t he mutual inductance of two coils surroundin g a paramagnetic crystal 
has been measured as a function of the saturation vapor press ure of helium in the r a nge 1.3° 
to '1.2° Ie The fact t hat t his quantity should vary inversely as t he absolute temp eratlll'e 
has been made use of to investigate the consistency of two recent ly proposed vapor-pressure 
temperature scales. The r esul ts suggest errors above 2° K in the empiri cal eq uation pro
posed by Clement, Loga n, and Ga ffney (in contrast to the experi ences of Erickson a nd 
Roberts with a magnetic t hermometer) and are in closer accord with t he thermodynamic 
calculation of Van Dijk a nd Durieux. 

1. Introduction 

All practical thermometry in the "liquid-helium 
region" (that is, between 10 and 5.20 K ) is dependent, 
directly or indirectly, upon a knowledge of the rela
tion between the saturation vapor pressure of helium 
and the absolu te temperature. Many investigators 
measure directly the pressure over the liquid-helium 
cryostat and derive T from p-T tables; others use 
the same procedure to calibrate a resistance ther
mometer or magnetic thermometer, etc . In this type 
of vapor-pressure measurement the accepted practice 
is to apply a depth correction ("hydrostatie head") 
to the m easured value of p ; this correction is, how
ever, of somewhat doubtful validity and can be 
avoided by measuring the pressure in a vapor-pres
sure bulb that is in thermal equilibrium with the 
material under investigation (effectively zero im
mersion) . 

The p -T tables in gen eral use at the present time 
comprise the "1948 scale" [1]2 and are based on 
the work of Schmidt and K eesom [2], Eleaney and 
Simon [3], and Kamerlin gh Onnes and Weber [4] . 
Possible errors in the 1948 scale were admi tted at 
tbe t ime of its preparation, notably in the 1.30 to 
2.20 K region from consideration of the helium 
isotherm measurements of Kistemaker [5], and be
tween the normal boiling point and the critical point 
due to the sparsen ess of the experimental data upon 
which t he scale was based in the latter r egion. The 
investigations of Erickson and Roberts [6] with a 
magnetic thermometer for the region 10 to 4.20 K 
and those of Berman and Swenson [7] above 4.20 K 
with a gas thermometer provided a strong basis for 
a revision of the 1948 scale, and an empirical formula 
was developed by Clement and co"vorkers [8] from 
which a p- T table could be conveniently calculated 
to any desired precision, and which fitted the new 
data to within 0.002 deg throughout the en tire range. 
A summary of the situation obtaining in October 1954, 
prior to tbe development of the Clement formula and 
the publication of the supporting evidence obtained 
by Corak et a1. [9] from calorimetric work and by 

1 A brief flCCOlint of th is work was presented at tho Fourth Intern ational Con
ference 0 11 L ow T emperature P hysics, Paris , August 30 to Srptcmbcr 8, 1955. 

2 F igures in brackets indicate the Hterature references at the end of Lhis paper. 
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K eller [10] from H e4 and H e3 isotherm data, has 
been given by Hudson [11]. rrhe la tter report made 
reference to some preliminary magnetic thermometer 
investigations by Hudson and de Klerk (unpublished) 
that were in qualitative agreement with the findings 
of Erickson and Roberts [6] but suggested somewhat 
larger errors in the 1948 scale in the region of 3.50 K. 
rrhese measurements have now b een extended , using 
improved apparatus, and the r esul ts provide the 
subj ect of the present r eport. While this work was 
in progress, K eesom and P earlman [12] r eported that 
some anomalies in their calorimetric data could be 
r emoved upon r eevaluating t heir data in terms of the 
Clement equation. 

In summary, the evidence available in mid-1955 
strongly supported the validi ty of the Clem ent equa
tion. A r evision of t he ] 948 scale, long overdue, 
therefore seemed feasible and the time opportune 
v.rith the approach of the Fourth International Con
feren ce on Low T emperature Physics in P aris in 
September 1955. Dming this conference, however , 
the results of a new thennodynamic calculation of 
the p-T r elation , which differs by several millidegrees 
from the Clemen t equation below 1.50 Ie and above 
2.20 K , were announced by Van Dijk and Durieux.3 

rrhe first part of section 4 of t his paper deals with 
an analysis of our data in terms of the Clement equa
tion . In section 4.2 the same data are reanalyzed 
in terms of the Van Dijk-Durieux table. 

2 . Apparatus 

To reduce uncertain ties in the measmement of p, 
the sa turation vapor pressure, occasion ed by meas
mement of the bath-pressure and application of the 
hydrostatic-head correction , a vapor-pressure bulb 
was employed. A series of measurements was per
formed with the apparatus shown in figure 1, a. 

The magnetic thermometer comprised a paramag
netic salt specimen, A (a 1-in . sphere ground from a 
large crystal of chromic methylammonium alum)4 
- ----

3 H . van Dijk and M. Durioux, paper presented at the Fourth International 
Confere nce on Low 'I'crnperature Ph YSiCS, P aris Aug. 30 to Sept . 8. 1955 . 'Ve 
arc indcbteil to Dr . van Dijk for kindl y prov id ing us w ith advance information 
on this calculat ion. 

• Tile choice of salt was based upon t he requiremellts: Reproducible behav ior . 
small crystal fi eld splitting and dipole-dipole interactioll, absence of direct 
exchange intemctioll , and case of growth of large crystals. 
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c (b) 

f5 FIGURE 1. llapor-pressure bulb and magnetic thermometer. 

r a, First apparatus, used in June 1955 measurements; b, modification as used in 
August 1955 measurements. For explanation of symbol,. see text . 

located within a mutual inductance, P-S, which was 
wound, in a rigid assembly, on concentric glass tubes. 
The latter was connected to an a-c mutual-inductance 
bridge [13] . For convenience of removal and inspec
tion of the crystal, the bulb, B, was extended to 
project beyond the coil windings, and closed at the 
bottom by a ground-joint plug, C. A pedestal, D, 
supported the crystal, and the volume of the bulb 
was reduced by means of a hollow glass "filler", E. 
The tube, F, connected the bulb to the manometer 
system and was protected by a vacuum jacket, G. 
Sealed-in glass disks, each perforated by one small 
hole (about 2 mm in diameter), provided radiation 
shielding, and F and B were silvered internally. 

The purpose of the jacket, G, was to avoid a 
"cold spot" on F: Due to the hydrostatic head effect, 
the liquid helium in the surrounding bath is coldest 
at the surface and, if the vapor in F comes to thermal 
equilibrium with the bath liquid at this point, the 
pressure indicated on the manometers will be that 
corresponding to the temperature at the liquid sur
face and not at the p9ramagnetic salt (but see below). 

As the temperature of A changed with changing 
bath pressure, the variation in susceptibility was 
detected as It change in the bridge setting, n. Since 
the approximate calibration formula of the thermom
eter was T= 34/n and the precision of bridge setting 
was ~n= O.OOl, temperature changes could be 
observed as follows: At 40 K, 5 X lO-4 deg; at 

30 K, 2.5 X lO-4 deg; at 20 K , 1.2 X 10- 4 deg; at 
] .3 0 K, 5 X 10-5 deg. This precision was not realized 
in practice because of small fluctuations at the lowest 
pressures and to the necessity for applying small 
corrections for the nonlinearity of the bridge, but 
the probable error due to such effects was less than 
1 millidegree thoughout the range of measurement 
(1.3 0 to 4.20 K). 

Subsequently the apparatus was redesigned, for 
reasons given below, and the second version is shown 
in figure 1, b In this modification there was no 
vacuum Jacket shielding the tube, F, the vapor
pressure bulb was shortened considerably, and access 
to the latter was made possible by winding the coils 
of the mutual inductance on demountable formers. 
This assembly proved thoroughly satisfactory from 
the point of view of rigidity. 

3. Experimental Procedure 

With liquid helium in the cryostat, liquid helium 
was introduced into the vapor-pressure bulb by 
condensation of gas under a small overpressure. 
Prior to the silvering and final assembly, a test filling 
was carried out to determine the exact quantity of 
helium required to submerse the crystal, A, and to 
observe the change of liquid level within the bulb 
during continuous cooling of the bath. This level 
will tend to rise because of condensation of the helium 
gas in the manometer system and fall because of 
increased density of the liquid as the lambda point 
is approached. In the present apparatus, the former 
effect tended to outweigh the latter, and thpre 
resulted about a 3-mm submersion at the lambda 
point. As the precise depth varied with bath level 
(a large part of the dead-space gas is contained in the 
section of F that is immersed), the possible correction 
of 0.03 mm of Hg was not applied to the measured 
value of p. [The corresponding error in Tis 3 X 10- 4 

deg at the lambda point and becomes progressively 
smaller as T increases; below the lambda point there 
is, of course, no depth correction.] 

In an experimental determination of helium vapor 
pressure the most probable sources of error, i. e., 
extraneous heat influxes to the bulb, will lead to an 
overestimate of p. Apart from the more familiar 
radiation and conduction effects, there is one peculiar 
to low-temperature apparatus; viz., a heat influx 
due to oscillations in the gas column in a tube such 
as F. As a result of these heat lpaks, the surface 
temperature of the bulb liquid will be raised, and 
temperature inhomogeneity will persist because of 
the low thermal conductivity of the liquid. A 
thermometer below' the surface will therefore be at 
a lower temperature than that corresponding to 
the measured value of p. The paramagnetic salt is 
a much better heat conductor than liquid helium, 
but, even so, a very small heat influx (if all passes 
through the salt) will suffice to set up a differential 
of several millidegrees across a I-in. sphere. (A 
rough calculation gives: at 4.20 K, 5 x 10- 4 watt per 
millidegree; at 2.20 K , 10-4 watt per millidegree.) 
The employment of a vacuum jacket in order to 
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avoid a cold spot on tube F (fig. 1), was found to do 
more harm than good ; heat flow along F from ahove 
is preven ted from en tering the ba th-liquid, and the 
conduction heat leak into the vapor-pressure bulb 
is greatly in tensified. A strong manifestation of 
this effect was observed in the first apparatus, and it 
was found necessary to admit " exchange gas" into 
the erstwhile vacuum space, G, in order to minimize 
this heat, leak. [In fact, the " cold-spot hypothesis" 
appears, upon closer examination, to be invalid for 
liquid-helium vapor-pressure thermometry in a glass 
appara tus. This was not appreciated , however , at 
the time of designing th e first apparatus. T he 
hypothesis supposes that a pressure drop exists 
along the t.ube corresponding to the full hydro
static head, which is, for example, 1 mm of Hg for 
a l a-em dep th. (This is equivalen t to 1. 5 millide
grees a t 40 K , 3 .7 millidegrees a t 30 K .) Under 
such a f1p, there would b e a vt'ry large flow of vapor 
up the tube, which, for the maintenance of the sup
posed conditions, must cool to the cold-spot tempera
ture and then return downward by convection or 
condense and flow back as liquid. A rough calcula
tion shows at once that in a t ube of the size used 
(I-em i. d .) the required hea t transfer could no t 
possibly t ake place through the wall and the process 
must be self-stifling.) 

The presence of gas oscilla tions in the t ub e, F , 
was sought for by connecting a small oil manometer 
of 2-mm bore b etween F and the bath .5 N one 
could be detected with the arm connected to the 
bath closed off. (Wi th this arm open , the oil 
meniscus oscillated with a period of some 15 sec and 
an ampli tude of about 1 mm.) The same manom
eter could be used as a direct check on the hy dro
static-head effect. In the first apparatus, the hydro
static head as measured in this way was always 
considerably higher than that computed from the 
level of the liquid in the bath . With the second 
apparatus, the . two values always checked mu ch 
more closely, which suggests that a heat leak was 
prest'n t in the first apparatus. 

The second apparatus was accordingly buil t 
withou t the vacuum shield, G (fig. 1, a) and with 
smaller holes in the radia tion shields (which were 
also increased in number and more closely spaced ). 
Enough liquid was condensed to reach, initially, 
the equator of the sphere, A , t o mak e better use of 
the thermal conductivity of the salt as opposed 
to that of liquid h elium. 

The manometers were of sufficiently large bore to 
obviate the necessity for meniscus-height corrections. 
Thermomolecular pressure effects, and the reflux of 
helium due to film flow in the H e 11 region, wert' 
negligible for the I-em-diameter t ube used. Pres
sures were measured to 0.01 mm by means of a 
W'ild cathetometer and the readings corrected to 
standard gravity and 20° C. Pressures were stabi
lized through simultaneous adjustmen t of a fine
control pumping valve and the current through a 
small heating coil in the bottom of the cryostat. 
, • We are indebted to J. R. Clement (or suggesting tbis proccdure ~ 

The bridge reading, n, is a lineal' function of the 
susceptibility of the paramagnet ic salt specimen, 
x, which varies as the inverse of the absolu te tem
perature (Curie law). D epar tures from t he Curie 
law due to the crystalline fi eld spli tting of the ground 
state spin-quadruplet are negligible do,\TIl to 1.3° 
K , the lower limit of measurem en t [14) . The 
calibration formula actually has the form 

n-B =AI T , (1) 

where A is proportional to the Curie constan t of the 
material, and B is a second constan t, equivalen t to 
the bridge balance value at infinite temperatUl'e. 
J n order to examine the over-all consistency of a 
given p-T relation the two constan ts A and B may 
be determined by plotting n as a function of l i T and 
fit ting a straight line to the data . Inserting these 
values in to eq (1), magnetic temperatUl'es, Tm , ar e 
then computed for each measured value of n, and 
the differences f1T= T - Tm provide a meaSUl'e of the 
"over-all validi ty" of the given p-T relation . [As 
the latter may be a priori in error in any part of the 
tempera ture range inves tigated , the correct values 
of A and B are, within limits, infini tely variable and 
the final choice correspondingly arbitrary. The two 
constan ts may be fixed by considering the scale to 
be correct a t any two chosen points, preferably at 
opposite ends of the temperature interval (d . Erick
son and Rober ts (6)). ) Values of f1T/Tm are then 
plot ted against Tm for a more sensi tive check of the 
quality of the above fi t: for let us suppose that the 
derived f1T's are en tirely due to incorrect choices of 
the values for A and B. Then 

(2) 

and (2a) 

Bearing in mind that this type of plo t will tend to 
exaggerate deviations a t the lowest temperatures, 
the bes t straight line may now be dra wn and the 
originally chosen values of A and B modified accord
ingly (see foo tno te 5). By such a procedure it was 
found possible to assign fin al values to A and B with 
confidence that any al ternative choices that could 
be readily permi tted would only affect the values of 
f1T in a minor way and woulo not in validate the gen
eral conclusions as to the over-all correctness of the 
scale. [This procedure becomes the more accept
able, the better is the p-Trelation under examination. 
In the case of the 1948 Scale, for example, t,he errors 
are so large that the choice of B would have to be 
supported by an independent determination of this 
quantity from measuremen ts at high temp eratures; 
this was no t possible in the presen t a ppara tus where 
the measuring coils were immersed in liquid helium.] 
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TABLE 1. Corres ponding values of pressure in millimeters of mercury, p (corrected to 20° C and standard gravity), and bridge 
dial-setting, n (corrected for nonlinearity in decade scale) 

J une 7, 1955 II Ju ne 8, 1955 June 16, 1955 June 17, 1955 August 17, 1955 

- p--=l n _ _ p ___ _ ~ __ p i n p p p n 
-------- - ----

768.00 11. 2231 748.67 11 .1ti4 758.94 
7.\1. 77 1l . 1783 41a. ·12 9. R76, 758. 12 
C,27 . 49 10.8030 41. 060 3.8058 680. I S 
508.12 10.3341 37.894 3.577, 603. ,16 
341. 13 9.443, 23. 473 2. 182, 50 1. 32 

254.04 8.736, lG.987 1.240, 402.33 
153.91 7. 4730 13.827 0.638. 173.72 
71. 02 5.3780 13. 581 .5850 88.05 
70.71 5.3761 8.526 -.7950 87. 81 
26.03 2.478, 8.556 -.788, 14. 676 

25.80 2.4510 6.415 - 1. 6.\08 14.774 
- -- - - --- - -- - - --- 3.907 -3. 1730 - - - - - ---

-- ---- - - - - ---- - 2.229 -4.9270 - ---
---- - --- --- --- - 1. 263 -6.765, - -- -- --

4. Results 
The experimental data , i. e., corresponding values 

of pressure in millimeters of mercury (corrected to 
20° C and standard gravity) and bridge reading 
(corrected for nonlinearity), are given in table l. 

4 .1. Comparison With the Clement Equation 

Four runs on different days were made with the 
first apparatus and the results could be harmonized, 
using slightly different values for the constants A 
and B, with a quite small scatter. This is shown in 
fig. 2,a.6 

The signal feature of these results is a large posi
tive deviation hump (t"Tr-.,,5 millidegrees) in the 
middle of the H e I region. The deviations are very 
small in the H e II region (less than 1 millidegree) and 
achieve significant negative values above 4 OIL 
From what has been said in the preceding section, 
the good fit in the He II region could be fortuitous, 
and one might, for example, reassess the thermom
eter calibration to give a zero deviation in the 
region of the boiling point and again somewhere in 
the middle, say, of the H e II region. This has been 
done in figure 2, b . The main effect is to exaggerate 
the 3°K " hump" while only slightly affecting the 
points below the lambda point. 

On either assessment, however, t he suggestion 
remains that the "Clement temperature" (TCl) is 
too high by several millidegrees in the neighborhood 
of 3°K. Equally well, of course, the measured vapor 
pressures could be too high here due to errors of 
measurement, such as would be occasioned by ex
traneous heat influx to the bulb. All the data of 
figure 2 were obtained wi th exchange gas introduced 
into t he jacket, G (fig. 1, a). Without exchange gas 
the 3°K hump became several times larger, and this 
finds a ready explanation in terms of heat conducted 
down tube F (fig . 1, a), as discussed in section 3. 
By the same token, the hump of figure 2 might be 
due to an ineradicable heating effect, and that i t is 
partly so is supported by the data obtained with 
the second apparatus, shown in figure 3. 

6 The resul ts as presented in figs. 2a and 3 were aetnally obtaiued nsing the 
same A, B values as fi nally chosen for t he corresponding Van Dijk-Durieux 
evaluation (figs. 4 and 5, respectively) . It so happens that these values provide 
as good a general fit. as any others. 

11. 2020 769.97 11. 2273 725.55 17.0123 
11. 2000 750. 63 11. 17:3, 726.22 17. 013, 
10.9778 550.49 10.520, 603. 46 17. 2808 
10. 723, 547. 46 10.5103 495.96 17.573, 
10.317. 315.84 9.2585 320.30 18. 26:11 

9.829, 45.486 4.1103 181. 73 19.224, 
7.7940 36.834 3.4922 96.08 20.38,\0 
,1.992, 21. 691 1. 959, 24.595 23.1000 
5.9841 8.576 -0.775, 17. 795 23.755, 
0.814, 3.502 -3.515, 13.126 24.3717 

.8367 - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - 9.367 25.070, 
-- ---- - - - - - - - --- ---- -- 6.141 25.9510 
--- -- -- - - - ---- - -- - -- --- - 3. 770 27.0030 
- - - - - -- -- - - - -- -- - -- -- ---- 2.358 28. OW. 

DATE A B DATE A B 
o June 7,1955 34 . 0483 19.2752 • June 16,1955 34-017 2 19 -272 0 

0.0 10 
t:. Jun e 8 ,1955 33.98 4 0 19· 253 0 ... June 17,1955 33.999 4 19.263 5 
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DATE A B DATE A B 
o June 7,1955 34 .0242 19.2783 • June 16,1955 34 .0296 19.283 2 

0.010 
t:::.. June 8,1955 34.0055 19-2672 ... June 17,1955 34- 014 8 19.2745 
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FIGURE 2. Deviation of temperature as indicated by vapor 
pTessure and Clement p-T Telation (TCJ) from magnetic 
temperature (Tm ) as a function of T . 

a, Results of June 1955; b, data reanalyzed with different values of constants A 
and B. equation (1) , to give'" T=O at normal boiling point. 
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DATA OF AUG. 17,1955 
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FIGURE 3. Resulls of August 1955 analyzed in terms of 
Clement ternperatures, corresponding to June data of figures 
2a and 2b. 
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Only one experiment was carried out with this 
apparaLus, and Lhe data are accordingly somewhat 
spar e. Th e Lhermometer calibration was quite 
difreren L from the previous case, i. e., one was then 
operaLing upon a different section of the bridge 
windings, which is an advantage in checking the in
ternal con i ten cy of the bridge. The results are 
very similar to those of figm e 2, b , but the hump in 
the H e I region is much less pro nounced (see foot
no te 6). 

4.2. Comparison With the Van Dijk-Durieux Table 

R ecently Va.n Dijk and Durieux (see footnote 3) 
have recalculated the p-Trelation for helium, making 
a rcassessment of the best available thermodynamic 
daLa. Their results are not in exact accord with the 
Clement equation and, in fact, deviate from it in 
Lhe H e I region after the manner of the points in 
figure 3, with a !:lTmax of 3.6 millidegrees at 2.9°Ie. 
In the H e II region, !:IT( = TCI - TVDD ) increases 
sLeadily from - 0.001 deg at 1.9°K to + 0.0016 
deg at l.OoK. 

In consequence, the magnetic thermometer data 
of Lhis repor t can be fitted somewhat more closely 
l.o Lhe Van Dijk-Dmieux table than to Lhe Clement 
equation . Figure 3 has been obtained in a rather 
subjecLive mann er, wiLh an eye Lo Lhe general 
J(' fi Lures of a pl0 L of TCI - TVDD versus T. 
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FIGURE 4. Deviation of temperature as indicated by vapor 
pressure and Fan Dijk-Durieux p-1' relation (1'YDD) from 
magnetic temperature, 1'm, as a juncti(ln of 1'. 
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FIGURE 5. Results oj August 1955 analyzed in terms of "Fan 
Dijk-Durieux temperatures," corresponding to J une data oj 
figure 4. 

(Compare fig. 3.) 
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The la tter [no t shown] shows ze ro deviation aL 
l.7 °K and a minimum deviation aL a bo uL 3.8°](; 
these features have been used as a guide in obtaining 
the calibration curves from which figure 4 is de
rived. It can be spen t haL a Lwo-poin L tic-down is 
forced on one her e, as it is impossible Lo c lwo e valu es 
of A and B (eq (1)) LhaL will give efl' ectivcly zero 
!:IT over a significantly large tempera Lure in terval 
without ca using unduly large deviations else where. 
Thus one ma y keep the magniLude of !:IT( = T VDD -

Tm small tlu'oughout the en tire range of meas ure
ment but then one also obtains a systematic deviation 
in the H e II region. 

The August data are plotLed in figure 5, whi ch is to 
be compared with figme 3. Figure 5 ,vas obtained 
as the b est fit throughouL the entire range of measure
ment, and it , too, has the feat ure of pJ'actically zero 
deviation at 1.7° find 3.8° Ie. The m agni tud e of 
!:l T now lies within ± 1.5 millidegrees t11 I'oughou t Lhe 
range of measurement. 

5. Discussion 

rrh o Lwo sels of daLa, viz ., Lhe June rcs ulLs wiLit 
the firsL apparatus and Lhe August results wiLh Lhe 
second , do noL agree quanLitaLively buL do show 
qualiLaLively Lhe same bollaviol'. I t is felt that the 
Au gust daLa are Lhe more valid (smaller heaL leaks 
in to vapor-pressure bulb), and these agrec very 
closely with the Van Dijk-Durieux calculated p-T 
table. BoLh Van Dijk and Clement have recently 
made sign ificant modifications to their respective 
p-T tabulaLions. I n a subsequent report the prosenL 
a uthors will reeval uate Lhe above data LogeLher wiLh 
Lhe resulLs of a new scries of measuremen ts. 

None of the present measurements can be brought 
into very close accord with the Clement equation , 
in contrast to the r esults of Erickson and Roberts 
[6]. ffhe greater part of Lhe laLter data was obtained 
from bath-pressures plus hydrostatic-head correc
tion, which might accounL for the discr epancy, since 
the conditions necessary for the exact validity of 
applying such a correction are impossible to achieve 
in practice. 

The significant differ ences among the data of 
Erickson and R oberts and the first and second series 
reported here point up a major problem in vapor
pressure thermometry in the liquid-helium region, 
viz., the difficul ty of reproducing r esults from one 
apparatus to another and of checking any p-T rela
tion to the desirable accuracy of 1 millidegree. From 
the practical point of view, one desi.Tes to obtain 
accurate values of absolu te temperature from simply 
performed measurements of vapor pressure, the 
latter being an essentially minor part of any given 
investigation. It is not entirely unreasonable to 
seek a solution in the direction of making rigid 
stipulations concerning the technique of vapor
pressure measurement and to evolve a "practical 
p- T relation" that is different from that calculated 
on a thermodynamic basis. 

On the other hand, it is true that the differences 
between the Clement equation and the Van Dijk-
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Durieux table are never greater than a few milli
degrees . Allowing a 2-millidegree precision for th e 
lat ter table (as its authors claim), a "Clemen t tem
perature" should have a maximum deviation from 
th e thermodynamic temperature of 5.6 millidcgrees 
at 2.9 0 K , a probable error tha t is toler able for many 
of the common research problems in this region. 
Experimen ts demanding a knowledge of dT /dp 
(e. g., specific-heat determinations) are, of course, 
most sensitive to deficiencies in the temperature 
scale. 

The authors are greatly indebted to J . R. 
Clement of the U. S. Naval R esearch Laboratory for 
many stimula ting discussions and helpful sugges
tions. It is a pleasure to acknowledge the further 
benefit derived from general discussions of the prob
lem with R. A. Erickson (Ohio State University ), 
M . P. Garfunkel (Westinghouse) , P. H. K eesom 
(Purdue University), W. E. K eller (Los Alamos), 
L. D. Roberts (Oak Ridge), C. A. Swenson (Iowa 
State College); and with H . van Dijk, D . de Klerk, 
and },if. P. Duri eux (Kamerlingh Onnes Laboratory). 
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